There has been growing interest in developing accurate models that can also be explained to humans. Unfortunately, if there exist multiple distinct but accurate models for some dataset, current machine learning methods are unlikely to find them: standard techniques will likely recover a complex model that combines them. In this work, we introduce a way to identify a maximal set of distinct but accurate models for a dataset. We demonstrate empirically that, in situations where the data supports multiple accurate classifiers, we tend to recover simpler, more interpretable classifiers rather than more complex ones.
Introduction
When building machine learning systems for high-risk situations with incomplete information (e.g. healthcare), explanation is an important safeguard against non-causal or otherwise nonsensical predictions (Caruana et al., 2015) . This observation has motivated a large body of work in interpretable machine learning. Much of that work falls into two main categories: techniques for explaining existing models (Craven & Shavlik, 1996; Ribeiro et al., 2016; Olah et al., 2017) and the construction of new types of models that are inherently more interpretable (Lou et al., 2012; Lakkaraju et al., 2016) .
In this work, we focus on interpretability specifically in contexts where the data supports multiple functions of equal predictive accuracy for classification. In such situations, we demonstrate empirically that standard machine learning techniques tend to recover combinations and conflations of the multiple functions, regardless of the choice of model class. While the individual functions each may be more or less interpretable, one can certainly argue that combinations of functions-however complex they are individually-are likely to be harder for humans to understand than just one of the functions alone. Providing these multiple options can help human experts choose one that is likely to generalize best.
Our first contribution is a formal definition for a maximal set of diverse classifiers. Next, we propose an efficient method for training an ensemble of diverse classifiers, which make accurate predictions on the training set but whose outputs are statistically independent under small perturbations of their inputs. Empirically, we observe that our approach appears to separate out the true underlying collections of (often human-interpretable) functions. Importantly, our definitions and training methods apply broadly across model classes. Although the task of exploring the space of equally predictive models have been studied in literature, especially for real life applications (Liu et al., 2017) , our independencebased proxy, focus on maximal sets, and training methods are novel.
Related Work
One common proxy for interpretability is the minimality of explanatory factors in a model, often quantified as sparsity with respect to dependence on input variables. Minimal models in this sense can be obtained by feature selection, that is, the task of finding classification functions that depend on as few input variables as possible (Tibshirani, 1996; Zou & Hastie, 2005) . In this context, there is existing work that provides ways of traversing the solution space of sparse models (Thompson, 1978; Habbema & Hermans, 1977; Jain et al., 2000; Hara & Maehara, 2017) . However, these algorithms either do not explicitly encourage diversity or have not been applied to deep models; neural network-specific feature selection methods (Verikas & Bacauskiene, 2002; Kim et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014) generally focus on producing a single set of relevant input parameters. Unlike these works, we do not focus on the problem of specifically finding an interpretable model (or even a collection of specifically interpretable models). Rather, we focus on making sure that we do not return models that could have been broken down into simpler components. Our method often leads to the recovery of sparse solutions when they exist, but generalizes to cases when these components are functions of multiple input variables. Our work is also related to ensemble creations methods that encourage diversity during training. Typically, these methods obtain diverse ensembles by training models on different datasets (or different weightings of the same dataset) as in boosting (Freund & Schapire, 1999) and bagging (Breiman, 1996) , or by explicitly incorporating a term in the loss function that encourages diversity of training predictions, as in Negative Correlation Learning (Liu & Yao, 1999) . However, ensemble methods that rely on maximizing predictive differences on the training set are intended to improve the generalization of a single model created from the ensemble and do not address the case where there are predictively equivalent models for the training distribution we wish to isolate. Our method instead focuses on training an ensemble of models that all make the same predictions on the training set, but that generalize in qualitatively different ways outside it.
In this respect, our approach is similar to the "find-anotherexplanation" technique from Ross et al. (2017) , which is an iterative technique that can recover models which are locally sensitive to disjoint sets of features. However, when normal training returns a model that is already globally sensitive to all features, "find-another-explanation" terminates after one iteration, even if that model could be decomposed into many others. Our method resolves these problems by simultaneously training models and quantifying diversity via local independence, a more flexible condition than local feature disjointness.
Conceptual Framework
For simplicity, we will consider only the problem of binary classification. We assume that our input space Ω is a subset of R D , and represent the class of an input vector x ∈ Ω by a binary label y ∈ {0, 1}. Given a set of training inputs X train ∈ R N ×D and labels Y train ∈ {0, 1} N , we aim to learn a classification function f θ : Ω → [0, 1] (parameterized by θ) that outputs a label probability. We learn f θ by minimizing a loss function L(θ), which we shall take to be the crossentropy, or the negative log-likelihood of the observed data:
(which we empirically approximate over batches of our dataset). Given f θ , the predicted labelŷ is computed from f θ (x) by rounding to 0 or 1.
Defining Maximal Sets
In this work, we study the case where our training data is generated from a process with confounding factors, the result of which is that multiple reasonable classifying functions can be fitted to the data. Our goal is to learn a maximal large and maximally diverse set F of functions, each of which cannot be further 'decomposed' into combinations of other functions. Formally, let F = {f 1 , . . . , f M } be a Figure 1 . Illustrations of global and local independence. (A) shows level curves of two classification probability functions that are predictively equivalent on a training set (left), but make statistically independent predictions over Ω = R 2 . (B) and (C) show pairs of classification probability functions dependent on both input variables that have orthogonal gradients everywhere, but are only locally independent over Ω = [0, 1] 2 . However, we could make them globally independent by changing the shape of Ω appropriately; e.g. for (B), by taking Ω to be a properly rotated rectangle, and for (C), by taking Ω to be a certain section of a unit disk.
set of classification functions, such that for each function
, the accuracy rate of the predicted labels is greater than 1 − on the training data for a fixed > 0. We call the set F independent if the outputs of any pair of functions in F are independent over the input space:
Intuitively, we expect functions in an independent set F to describe different "hypotheses" for how inputs imply labels, and thus will generalize in qualitatively different ways outside of our training dataset (which may only be supported on a subset of Ω). Two examples of an independent set of functions are shown in Figure 1 . Note that the two functions in Figure 1 (A) are supported on disjoint sets of input variables and hence can be hypothetically recovered through processes of variable selection, while the functions in (B) cannot be, since each depends nontrivially on both input dimensions.
The requirement in the above definition that the outputs of two functions, f i and f j , be independent over the entire input space Ω ties our definition to the shape of Ω (see Figure  1 ). However, for interpretability, we argue that we are often more interested in functional forms (i.e. functions as rules describing decisions) rather function values. For this reason, we define a set F of functions to be locally independent if the outputs of every pair of functions in F are independent for infinitesimally small isotropic Gaussian perturbations of the input at every point in Ω. Formally, we say that f i and
Local independence admits an intuitive geometric interpretation. For arbitrarily small σ, each f is well approximated by its linearization and hence
Therefore, the linearization of f i (x + δ) and f j (x + δ) are independent if and only if δ i ≡ δ ∇ x f i (x) and δ j ≡ δ ∇ x f j (x) are independent. Since δ i and δ j represent 1D marginal slices of an isotropic Gaussian along each 88
and their mutual information
(1)
The above equation relates statistical independence to geometric orthogonality: f i (x + δ) and f j (x + δ) are independent in the limit as σ → 0 if and only if their mutual information is 0, which occurs if and only if their input gradients are orthogonal at x. We call f i and f j locally independent without qualification if this condition holds for every point x ∈ Ω.
Finally, we call a set F complete if there does not exist a classification function f , with accuracy greater than 1 − on the training data, that is locally independent from the functions already in F. If F is a maximally large set that is both locally independent and complete, we call it a maximal set for (X train , Y train ).
Intuitively, a maximal set captures the idea of an ensemble of models that are equivalently predictive on the training set but offer qualitatively different interpretations of the data. For example, in a feature selection problem, a maximal set might contain functions that depend on disjoint sets of features. In an image recognition problem, a maximal set might contain one function sensitive only to the true object being detected and others sensitive to associated but distinct contexts (though obtaining this set for image models in practice may only be possible in latent representations).
We claim that the local independence property of maximal sets produces functions that generalize differently with respect to changes in the input distribution while the maximality condition encourages functional simplicity (in the sense that each function in a maximal set cannot be further decomposed into a combination of locally independent functions). In Section 4, we offer evidence in support of our claims in experiments using synthetic data, and in Section 5 we discuss a broad basis of theoretical and empirical support for these claims as future work. Finally, we note that while the classification probability functions f θ are represented by neural networks in this paper, our analysis is not specific to this model class.
Learning Maximal Sets
In general, learning a maximal set F for a training set requires learning the size, M , of F. While one can develop algorithms to iteratively build up F, in this paper, we suppose that the size of F is known. This assumption is often reasonable in practice, since M is bounded by the input dimension D, and, empirically, we find that for a reasonable range of settings of parameters in our training objective function, setting M too high causes local independence training to return models with low training accuracy rather than similar gradients (so the procedure can be terminated then).
Fixing M , we propose a simple optimization procedure (Equation 2) to jointly learn the optimal parameters, θ * 1 , . . . , θ * M , of models (chosen from any model class) that approximate functions in a maximal set. We denote the set of M models by
In our training objective, we maximize the predictive value of the models while penalizing the local dependence the probability functions they represent over the training data. We call this training procedure local independence training.
The first term in Equation 2 measures the predictive value of the functions in F as the sum of our single-model loss functions. The second term penalizes non-orthogonal gradients using their squared cosine similarity cos
(v v)(w w)+ (here we add = 10 −6 to the denominator for numerical stability), which promotes local independence. In practice, we take gradients of the log-odds rather than the probability to prevent underflow. λ specifies the penalty strength, and should be chosen to make the penalty term (which is bounded by M and λ) comparable in initial magnitude to the sum of cross-entropies.
Experimental Results
In the following we present results from three sets of experiments with ground-truth maximal sets. We show that local independence training produces sets of models that recover them, while normal training across a variety of model classes does not. Code and data to reproduce these experiments will be made available at https://github. com/dtak/local-independence-public.
2D Illustrative Examples
As an initial experiment, we construct three 2D datasets over the input domain Ω = [−10, 10] 2 (see Figure 2) . The training inputs X train are taken from a subset of Ω where, respectively, the three pairs of functions
have the same sign (and hence yield the same labels Y train ). Although we train models over data from this restricted domain, we evaluate them over the entirety of Ω and test their agreement with f 1 and f 2 . As our model class, we use 256x256 multilayer perceptrons with softplus activations, trained with Adam at a learning rate of 0.001. For this and all other experiments, we use λ = 0.1. Figure 2 . For each dataset, local independence training yields a set of models (labeled Diverse 1 and Diverse 2, with contour plots showing log-odds model outputs) that recovers the ground truth functions, whereas normal training recovers a dense combination (which is reflected in accuracy results vs. the true f1 and f2 over all of Ω).
In Figure 3 , we show that the models produced by local independence training recovers these ground truth functions fairly well, while normal models learn a dense combination.
Although these examples are simple, they pose challenges for many ensemble creation approaches referenced in Section 2. For example, the "find-another-explanation" method from Ross et al. (2017) is unable to recover ground-truth Figure 4 . Toy 8D dataset is generated by sampling from the region in R 8 where four classification probability functions agree. Each function depends on a unique set of two axes; we show their decision boundaries here.
Model
Train Table 1 . Function-specific accuracies for four non-neural model classes (trained on the confounded Toy 8D dataset). All models learn a dense combination of almost all functions, even "interpretable" logistic regression and decision tree classifiers.
functions even on the first case, because the initial model learns to assign importance to both features everywhere. Feature selection and enumeration methods such as Hara & Maehara (2017) cannot handle the second and third cases, where true functions depend on multiple input features.
8D Feature Selection Example
As a larger example, we consider an 8D dataset where the labels of training data on a subset of Ω = [−20, 20] 8 can be redundantly determined by any one of four functions of two non-overlapping dimensions (Figure 4) . We again train 256x256 MLPs, with ReLU activations, and we reduce the learning rate from 0.001 to 0.0001 for local independence training. On this dataset, we find that even "interpretable" model classes like logistic regression and decision trees learn functions that are dense combinations of all the ground truth functions (see Table 1 ). The same is true for neural networks. However, in Figure 5 , we see that local independence training encourages an ensemble of neural networks to learn functions that correspond very closely to the ground truth F and make independent predictions over Ω.
Latent Space Example
As a final experiment, we consider learning diverse image classifiers for dSprites (Matthey et al., 2017) , which is a dataset of 64 × 64 images generated from five independent latent factors (shape, scale, rotation, and x-and y-position). In this case, Ω is defined in the latent space of the data's true generative factors. Image classification problems pose a challenge for local independence training in input space, because images are very high-dimensional and sometimes contain features that do not vary significantly for any input examples. When such "slack" features exist, we can trivially minimize Equation 2 by assigning very large gradient values 90 Figure 5 . Accuracy on each test set and 2D projections of mean classification probability are shown. Local independence training recovers the functions in our ground-truth F while a normally trained model learns a dense combination of them.
to those components (see Figure 7) , which does not hurt training accuracy because those features never change. Another pathological solution can occur when a set of models "divvy up" the feature space and simply consider alternate pixels, which leads to orthogonal input gradients but not qualitative diversity. The crux of this problem lies in the fact that we would like our classification functions to be locally independent on the data manifold, not R D .
To resolve these challenges, we suggest applying local independence training after a preprocessing step where we learn a lower-dimensional latent representation, e.g. using an autoencoder, which can often learn an approximation of the true data manifold. After fixing the encoder weights, we can apply local independence training with latent space input gradients. If the low-dimensional representation already disentangles (Bengio, 2013; Higgins et al., 2016 ) latent factors that correspond to different confounding rules, then the problem of learning a maximal set reduces to one of feature selection, which our method can solve. However, even if the representation only disentangles these rules up to a nonlinear conformal transformation, local independence training should still be able to recover them.
For our experiment, we trained a convolutional β-VAE using the updated formulation of (Burgess et al., 2018; Miyoshi, 2018) on the full dSprites dataset, using C = 20 and γ = 1. At these settings, we achieve partial but not complete disentanglement of the latent generative factors, which can be seen in Figure 6 . For classification, we construct X train by selecting points whose scale, x-, and y-positions are all above or all below the median values for those generative features (excluding about 7 8 of the dataset). The training labels are all set to 0 or 1 for points with factors below or above all three medians -so for our ground-truth maximal set,F = {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 }, we define f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 to indicate whether scale, x-, and y-position are above their respective medians. The inputs for testing, X test , are a held-out subset of 10000 uniformly distributed examples from the full dataset. This setup mimics the scenario where our unlabeled data (used by the autoencoders to learn the latent representation) is more diverse than our labeled data, which is collected with selection bias. We freeze the weights of the β-VAEs after training and learn the same 256x256 MLP classifier on top of their latent representations. . Pathological behavior of convolutional networks trained with a local independence penalty on MNIST. When the input space is high-dimensional with "slack" components that never change, orthogonality can be achieved trivially by assigning infinite gradient magnitudes to them.
As we can see in Figure 8 , classifiers trained normally on this dataset learn a dense combination of all three functions in F. With local independence training, we are able to separate out f 2 and f 3 (the x-and y-position-based functions) almost 91 Figure 8 . Accuracy results on dSprites for MLP classifiers trained on representation from our β-VAE. Normal training learns a classifier dependent on multiple latent factors and does better than random guessing but worse than optimally on test sets generated using only one latent factor. Local independence training recovers a set of models (Diverse 1, 2, 3) that each depend on only one latent factor. Figure 9 . Feature visualization of the normally trained model (which exhibits sensitivity to all latent factors) compared to the three models obtained from local independence training (each of which is mostly only sensitive to one factor).
perfectly. We have a more difficult time separating out scale, which is entangled with x-and y-position in our representation, but we do achieve significantly higher accuracy on the scale-based test set for the first model in our ensemble. Interestingly, this model also achieves imperfect training set accuracy, which indicates that local independence training can find solutions that smoothly trade accuracy for independence when both are not achievable. In Figure 9 , examining the models more closely via feature visualization (Olah et al., 2017) in latent space, we see that each model in our diverse ensemble seems to correspond fairly closely to the independent generative factors. By learning an ensemble of locally independent classifiers, we are actually able to achieve greater disentanglement of latent generative factors than our imperfect representation.
Discussion & Future Work
In this paper, we demonstrated that standard ML training techniques-when faced with a data set that supports multiple confounding decision rules-learn complex combinations of those decision rules. We suggested that a heuristic way to separate them out is to train a maximal ensemble of models whose corresponding classification functions are locally independent. We designed an algorithm to learn a maximal set of locally independent models through optimizing for orthogonal gradients during training. In three sets of experiments on datasets engineered to support a set of functions with 'simple' functional forms, we show that our training procedure recover these functions, whereas normally trained classifiers learn a dense, and hence more complex, combination of them.
There is ample opportunity for both empirical and theoretical future work. We introduced the formalism of a maximal set for describing the modeling ambiguity of a dataset, but there is room to improve this definition. Empirically, in this paper, we intentionally ran experiments where we had ground-truth knowledge about the number of functions supported by the data, the complexity of their functional forms, and the fact that all of them could be used to classify the dataset with perfect accuracy (though in separate experiments, we have found the method to be fairly robust to noise). However, future explorations of this idea should consider cases where the true number of underlying predictive functions is unknown and where some of them are only partially predictive of the label. It would also be important to test whether these maximal sets are indeed more interpretable than their more complex counterparts via user studies, or whether they can be used as bases to construct functions that are.
